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 Objective  

To develop my skills in the pursuit of a career with a preference for graphics or intelligence applications. 

 Education  
Georgia Institute of Technology Atlanta, Georgia 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science August 2013-May 2016 

 Major GPA- 3.37 

 Threads- Media and Intelligence 

 Relevant Coursework- Computer Graphics, Introduction to AI, Game AI, Computer Audio, 
Machine Learning, Computer Animation, Design and Analysis of Algorithms, Objects and Design 

 Experience  
Imagine Lab at Georgia Institute of Technology Atlanta, Georgia 
Developer January 2015-Present 

 Developed a C# plugin for Grasshopper + Rhino (named Aphid) to integrate a faster energy 
simulation method developed at Georgia Tech with the 3d modeling capabilities of Rhino. This 
allows architects to quickly get energy usage estimations for building models. 

 Currently working on a C++/OpenGL based application to process digital elevation model 
images. The calculations being performed are not novel, but no current application for this 
processing takes advantage of the parallelism inherent in GPUs 
 

Alachua County Library District Gainesville, Florida 
Intern May 2012-August 2012 

 Helped patrons at the checkout and reference desks.  

 Performed general library maintenance. 

 Skills and Interests  
Languages: C#, Java, Python, C++, C 
Technical:  Unity (Android and PC), Visual Studio, OpenGL, Grasshopper with Rhino, FMOD Audio,  
  Unix, Git, Linux Server Hosting 
Activities: NCeSPA CS:GO Collegiate National Champion 

 Projects  
HiveGen 
Developer 
As a team of two, we developed a simple Unity rogue-like focusing on AI techniques like procedural map 
generation and decision making. My main tasks included decision making, using simple decision trees, 
and pathfinding. Pathfinding was done using D* lite.  See the website or github above for details. 
 
Functuality 
Developer 
Main developer for a Unity based conversion of the board game Trespass.  The application was designed 
as a 2 person, 3d isometric, networked mobile game.  As the main developer, I was tasked with 
programming and developing the game logic within Unity.  See the website or github above for code. 
 
GLMusicViz 
Developer 
Currently working on a simple music visualizer using C++, OpenGL, and FMOD.  The main goal is not the 
visualization, but to teach myself C++ and OpenGL while finding a more robust and extensible way of 
dealing with OpenGL.  See the website or github above for full code. 
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